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Why images

• Non-intrusive observations
• Distributed rather than point-wise
• High-resolution in space and time
• Diverse spatial scales
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River flow measurements with images: a bit of history

• Why do we need LSPIV?

Information on LARGE bodies of water are critical for hydraulic 
applications (pollutant dispersion, erosion, sedimentation, flooding, 
environmental degragation, ice mitigation)

Traditional measurements are COSTLY, DIFFICULT in field conditions, and 
subject to considerable ERRORS.

LSPIV can aid in COMPLETE analysis of LARGE-SCALE flows

[Fujita et al., 1997]



River flow measurements with images

[Fujita et al., 2007]

[Hauet et al., 2008]

[Tang et al., 2008]

[Kim et al., 2008]
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River flow measurements with aerial images: extending the 
measurable area

[Fujita and Kunita, 2011]

[Fujita and Hino, 2003]

Helicopter-based flood observations

[Deter and Weitbrecht, 
2015]

[Tauro et al., 2015]

UAS-based flow observations



Outlook on latest research advancements in river flow measurements

This confirms the potential of the technology but has led to a jungle of methods/algorithms

Algorithms

Flow velocimetry

UAS stabilization

Joint estimates of flow parameters
Q, Manning’s roughness, bathymetry, ...

Community engagement
Data availability

[Tauro et al., 
2018]

[Perks, 2020]

[Ljubǐcíc et al., 2021]

[Bandini et al., 2021]

[LeBoursicaud et al., 2016]



Research needs and limitations to operational uptake

• Comparative studies among different algorithms

• Definition of shared guidelines 

• Integration of techniques to estimate flow discharge

• Path to standardization: comparison to established techniques in diverse environmental conditions

[Pearce et al., 2020]

[Jolley et al., 2021]

[Perks et al., 2020]



Water level

• Hazardous environments (flash floods)
• To prevent continuous maintenance or loss of contact technologies
• Ephemeral/intermittent drainage network

[Eltner et al., 2018] [Eltner et al., 2021] [Chapman et al., 2020] [Noto et al., 2021]



Rain

• Pros:
• Increase spatial density of observations at lower cost
• Provide measurements at higher temporal resolution

[Allamano et al., 2015] [Jiang et al., 2015]

Opportunistic sensing of rainfall intensity from 
surveillance cameras

Expected value of rainfall intensity with 
associated uncertainty



Conclusions & future perspectives

• River flow measurements quite mature. Community effort is needed 
towards generalization and standardization

• Emerging need of hardware advancements toward a flexible yet robust 
camera

• Establishing «next generation» water observatories that include both 
traditional and innovative techniques may accelerate the uptake by 
operational monitoring agencies.
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